
★ The purpose of this article is to highlight the
need to reassess the documentation upon which
physical commodities are traded in the two
primary European physical gas hubs: the
National Balancing Point in the UK and the
Zeebrugge Hub in Belgium.This need is
particularly pressing in light of the Enron and
TXU Europe experiences. One tool that can be
used to achieve this reassessment is the
European Gas Annex published by the
International Swaps and Derivatives Association
(the ‘Annex’).The Annex allows traders to put
their entire portfolios, both physical and
financial, under one common platform backed
by legal opinions, collateral documents and
stress-tested in a variety of markets and
conditions. Our aim here is not to portray the
Annex as a panacea, but to present it as one
viable solution that is available for lawyers,
traders and credit officers wishing to manage
counterparty and market risk in a more
standardised manner than usual.

The false belief: why physical
trading under Isda works
One of the main barriers to trading any
physically settled commodity under the Isda
Master Agreement (Multicurrency-Cross
Border) (the ‘1992 Isda’) and/or the Isda 2002
Master Agreement (the ‘2002 Isda’, which
together with the 1992 Isda we term the ‘Isda’)
is a widespread sentiment that the Isda caters
only for financial transactions, and minimises or
ignores the physical aspect. For example, the
1993 Commodity Definitions published by Isda
as supplemented by the 2000 Supplement to
the 1993 Definitions (the ‘Commodity
Definitions’), currently focus solely on cash-
settled trades.As a result, it is argued that trading
physically settled products makes wholesale
changes to the Isda unavoidable. Hence the
need for a standalone Short Term Flat Trading

Terms and Conditions (the ‘NBP’) and the
Zeebrugge Hub Trading Terms and Conditions
(ZBT 2001) (the ‘ZBT’).

Alas, this myth is ultimately false. In reality,
physical trading under the Isda is not new, as the
discussion in the 1992 Isda User’s Guide shows.
That further amplification of this theme is
absent from the Commodity Definitions is
probably due more to the fact that in 1993,
when the original definitions were published,
NBP and ZBT did not exist.There is, however,
a kernel of truth to the argument that
NBP/ZBT have much bespoke jargon that does
lead to a need for change to the standard Isda.
Were this not true, there would be no need for
the Annex or for this article! However, we
believe the required additions are not radical.
The most prominent difference between
physical and financial trading is the presence of
delivery risk in the former. Delivery risk is
already envisaged in various sections of the Isda,
and the relevant terminology from the
NBP/ZBT can be incorporated where needed.

The amount of terminology required is not as
great as commonly imagined. Much of the
language used in physical trading agreements
covers concepts not unique to any one market,
ie, events of default, notice mechanics,
governing law etc. It is from focusing on these
similarities that the Annex takes its cue, since
ultimately, the transactions covered by the NBP
and the ZBT offer a risk/reward ratio not
hugely different from that involved in a classic
financial product such as a trade on an oil
index, and those risks should, where similar, be
dealt with in a like manner.

Single agreement vs trading terms
The NBP is a set of trading terms and does not
attempt to bind together trades into a single
agreement.This means NBP trades (i) stand on
their own, (ii) are without netting on Close-
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Out and (iii) that a default or force majeure in
respect of the NBP must be declared
individually for each transaction.The effect of
this is to mandate that counterparty exposure
be monitored on a gross basis, and, depending
on the insolvency regime, may allow an
insolvency official to ‘cherry-pick’ in-the-
money transactions.This leads to wholly
avoidable credit and legal risk.

The most important benefit of changing the
NBP – as well as to a lesser extent switching
from the ZBT – to the Annex is the benefit
afforded by the single-agreement architecture.
Section 1(c) of the Isda states that all
transactions under it form a single agreement.
This means that (i) exposure may be assessed on
a net basis that has the advantage of freeing up
credit lines, (ii) it becomes harder to ‘cherry-
pick’ since there is only one agreement and (iii)
counterparty exposure in the event of a default-
type situation will be reduced coupled with a
greater certainty of the amount of damages
recoverable for Close-Out.Administratively, the
benefits of having to issue one notice per
counterparty rather than one notice per trade
or per product-specific master agreement are
huge, particularly where time is of the essence.

Incorporating NBP and ZBT terms
In designing the Annex, it was clear that
although certain weaknesses existed in the
NBP/ZBT, other parts have functioned well.
Moreover, from a practical standpoint, in the
years since the NBP/ZBT were issued, a
familiarity and attendant body of knowledge
and procedures has grown up among market
players. It was strongly desired that rather than
ignore this foundation, the Annex should
leverage off it by incorporating the NBP and
ZBT as they existed in March 20032 into the
Isda. This is the function of Part [6](a) and (c)
and Part [7](a) and (c) of the Annex.

The bulk of the NBP/ZBT sections
applicable under the Annex concern operational
mechanics. By incorporating the NBP/ZBT
directly into the Isda, the danger of basis risk is
minimised between those trades that were
effected pre-Annex and those that are post.This

is important, since any change in the
operational provisions of the NBP/ZBT would
create a plurality of operating procedures that
would be difficult (and expensive) for a user’s
back office to oversee.

As important as what the Annex makes
applicable are those sections of the NBP/ZBT
that are left out by it.The Annex deletes most
of the ‘legal boilerplate’ provisions (for example,
entirety of agreement and no waiver provisions).
Table 1 lists those clauses in the NBP/ZBT that
are accordingly disapplied in Parts [6 and 7](c)
of the Annex, and where the replacement
section can be found under the Isda.

Of the deleted clauses, one key area of interest
is notice mechanics.To ensure that back-office
procedures can be streamlined and different
notice rules do not have to be followed for
every type of trading a user engages in, the
standard Isda notice provisions are used.This
change will alter when notice is regarded as
effective and what types of notice are eligible.
The Isda also contains a much wider list that
more accurately reflects the methods by which
companies communicate circa 2004 than either
the NBP or ZBT.

Governing law
The Isda can be concluded under the laws of
England and Wales or the State of New York

1 The opinions contained in this article are those of the authors alone, and
do not necessarily represent the views of the organisations for which the
authors work.This article is necessarily general and is not intended to be
comprehensive, nor does it constitute legal advice in relation to any partic-
ular situation

2 It should be noted that Isda was not and is not responsible for the draft-
ing or updating of the actual NBP or  ZBT Terms. Should new versions
of either of these agreements be published in the future, it may be neces-
sary to revisit the Annex.

Clause function 1992 Isda 2002 Isda NBP ZBT 
section section Clause Article

Bankruptcy 5(a)(vii) 5(a)(vii) 10.1.1 13.1.1
Breach of 5(a)(ii) 5(a)(ii) 10.2.1 13.2.1
agreement/transaction
Credit event 5(b)(iv) 5(b)(v) - - 
upon merger*
Credit support default 5(a)(iii) 5(a)(iii) 10.1.3 13.2.3
Cross default 5(a)(vi) 5(a)(vi) - - 
Default under a 5(a)(v) 5(a)(v) - -
specified transaction
Failure to deliver 5(a)(i) 5(a)(i)
Failure to pay 5(a)(i) 5(a)(i) 10.2.2 13.2.2
Force majeure - 5(b)(ii) - -
Illegality* 5(b)(i) 5(b)(i) - -
Misrepresentation 5(a)(iv) 5(a)(iv) 10.1.2 13.1.2
Material adverse change - - 10.1.4 13.1.3
Merger without assumption 5(a)(viii) 5(a)(viii) - -
Tax event* 5(b)(ii) 5(b)(iii) - -
Tax event upon merger* 5(b)(iii) 5(b)(iv) - -  

* = Termination event

Table 2: Events of default/termination events: NBP & ZBT vs the
Isda (without the Annex) 
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(‘NY’).Although the choice of governing law
is left to the contracting parties, a choice of
any other governing law will be outside the
scope of any backing legal opinions provided
by Isda.The effect of this limitation is felt
principally in connection with the ZBT, where
the governing law is changed from Belgian law
to either English or NY law. It must be
emphasised that in switching governing law
from X to Y certain basis risks may arise.This
is principally seen in the ZBT in relation to
insolvency3 and force majeure.

Events of default/termination events
Perhaps the greatest change between the Annex
and the NBP/ZBT is in the area of default
triggers, especially when looked at in
conjunction with the effect of single-agreement
architecture.As table 2 illustrates, the events of
default (‘EoD’)/ termination events under the
Isda are far greater in number than those found
under the NBP/ZBT.What the table does not
convey is that they are of far greater breadth. It
is beyond the scope of this article to go into
each of the events under Section 5 of the Isda,
but generally speaking, the Isda tends to provide
for shorter grace periods4, caters to more
numerous types of risk, including tax and
change in company structure risk, and has
broader insolvency provisions than the
NBP/ZBT.

In designing the Annex, it was recognised that
the events found under Section 5 of the Isda
required some supplementation to address the
peculiar aspects of physical trading, particularly
in respect of operational risk.To this end, the
Annex introduces several new EoDs and

additional termination events (‘ATE’).
Interestingly, the extra EoDs and ATEs in the
Annex are expressly aimed only at NBP/ZBT
transactions rather than including NBP/ZBT
options as well.We, however, can see no reason
why NBP/ZBT options should not be covered.

i) Breach of NBP/ZBT terms
This event is designed to cover a ‘material’
breach of the NBP/ZBT terms.The nature of
what is material is left undefined, except that it
is stated to include ‘persistent’ failure to make a
trade nomination.The defaulting or affected
party (depending on whether this is treated as
an EoD or ATE) is given one NBP banking
day/one ZBT working day to remedy the
problem after receiving notice from the other
party.This clause, like its forebears in the
NBP/ZBT, is weakened by the absence of
certainty around the central concept of
materiality and the ancillary term ‘persistent’.
This lack of clarity is probably unavoidable
given that agreement on, or enumeration of,
what is material is almost impossible.
Nonetheless, users should be aware that this
subjectivity makes the clause both easier to
trigger and easier to challenge on the grounds
of misapplication.

The Annex also gives users the choice
between categorising breach of NBP/ZBT
terms as an EoD or an ATE. However,
regardless of whether an ATE or an EoD is
elected, a breach will lead to a termination of all
transactions under the Isda both within and
without the Annex.Thus, the op risks of a
material breach in the NBP/ZBT are not
‘siloed’ from other risks without further
adjustment.This may be of some importance to
parties that wish to use the Isda to trade a
variety of products where risk of an NBP/ZBT
terms breach may not justify terminating the
relationship as a whole.

This inability to isolate risks is frequently cited
by some counterparties as a reason for avoiding
use of the Annex. However, this so-called
portfolio default risk can be minimised through
amending the definition of ‘Affected
Transaction’ in Section 14 of the Isda to state
that, for purposes of ATEs under the Annex, the
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3 For example, under Belgian law Article 13.1.1 (Insolvency) of the ZBT
the appointment of a receiver cannot be used as grounds to close-out a
contract which is the opposite of the position under the English/NY law
Isda.

4 We would note, however, that in the case of the presentation of an insol-
vency petition by a third party creditor, Isda provides for longer grace peri-
ods.This may be desirable in certain jurisdictions such as England as a
safeguard against frivolous or vexatious litigation.

NBP ZBT 1992 Isda 2002 Isda
disapplied equivalent equivalent equivalent

Clause function Clauses Articles sections sections

Assignment 9 12 7 7
Confidentiality 8 11 — —
Dispute resolution — 22 13(b) 13(b)
Entirety 14 17 9(a) 9(a)
Events of default 10.1, 10.2, 10.413.1, 13.2, 13.45(a), (b) 5(a), (b)
Governing law 17 21 13(a) 13(a)
Liabilities 11 14 [6(e)(iv)] [6(e)(iv)]
Notices 16 19 12 12
Severability 15 18 — —
Variation 13 16 9(b) 9(b)
Waiver 12 15 9(f) 9(f)

Table 1: Deleted clauses in the Annex and their Isda equivalents
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sole affected transactions shall be NBP/ZBT
transactions.This will prevent an operational
default from closing out any non-affected
transactions. Users should also be aware that the
choice between an EoD and ATE may have
other ramifications, including the availability of
the enforcement indemnity under Section 11 of
the Isda that applies only to EoDs, as well as
effecting the potential for an event to be caught
by specified transaction default clauses in non-
Isda agreements such as loans or offtake
contracts.

ii) Misrepresentation
The NBP and the ZBT terms include similar
representations relating to the fact that trading
parties must hold and maintain any relevant
licences and permissions as well as be members
of either the Network Code (NBP) or the Hub
Services Agreement (ZBT). Non-membership
in these operational codes means a party cannot
trade. Parts [6 and 7](d)(vi) of the Annex state
that representations under Clause 3 of the NBP
and Article 6 of the ZBT are representations for
purposes of the Isda, and, if found to be untrue,
constitute an EoD under Section 5(a)(iv)
(‘Misrepresentation’) of the Isda.5 If this
language clarifying the status of representations
under the NBP/ZBT is not included in the
Annex, parties may still wish to protect

themselves against a counterparty failing to be
in good standing with the relevant operational
code via the Misrepresentation ATE in Parts [6
and 7](d)(ii)(bb) of the Annex.

iii) Material adverse change 
The Annex, mirroring its purely physical gas
brethren, allows the user to include an
additional EoD covering a material adverse
change (‘MAC’).The MAC hinges on a change
to a counterparty’s financial standing that affects
its ability to perform its financial obligations in
respect of the NBP/ZBT trades.The decision
of whether a change is material or not is left
entirely to the discretion of the non-defaulting
part, unfettered by such limitations as
reasonableness.As in breach of NBP/ZBT
terms above, no guidance is given as to the
meaning of ‘material’.

We would recommend that the inclusion of a
MAC as an additional EoD be considered with
care.The MAC is a very wide clause, the
parameters of which are ill-defined and, as
noted above, this lack of definition gives it
tremendous flexibility, making it tempting for a
non-defaulting party to call. But this also means
it is vulnerable to challenge on the grounds of
misapplication, especially if the materiality of a
particular change is contentious. 
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